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How to Buy Car Dash Covers on eBay
Installing car dashboard covers are the most effective means to maintaining the integrity of
drivers’ vehicles. They help protect against harmful sun damage, including lightening of the
interior and cracking. For those who have already experienced sun damage, dash covers can
offer a method of concealing these unwanted flaws. Not only do dashboard covers protect
against sun damage, they are also useful in their prevention of pen or ink marks, and stains
from food and beverages. Though drivers may not like it, they are judged by others looking at
the interior of their car. People can perceive one with an unkempt vehicle to be lazy or
apathetic. Like it or not, how well people take care of their belongings says something to the
world about them. Car dash covers can be purchased from a number of specialty automobile
shops, as well as online vendors, like eBay. The method to purchasing a dashboard cover on
eBay belongs with learning the basics about dashboard covers, what they are and their
benefits, as well as their attributes. Stressing the value of research, including reviews and
recommendations, the customer is then able to successfully buy a car dash cover on eBay.

What is a Dash Cover?
A dash cover is a tailored, protective overlay used to either simply conceal, or conceal and
protect against damage caused by people and the environment. Dash covers are meant to fit
seamlessly over the front dashboard of a vehicle, with cut outs for air vents and controls.
They can be made from many materials, including carpet, velour, and suede. Dash covers
come in many colors and can often be personalized with embroidery or stitching. Some
people use dash covers to protect their vehicle and hold its value, while others enjoy
dashboard covers for their ability to allow drivers to express themselves and show their
personality.

The Benefits of Dash Covers
Anyone who has had to pay for vehicle maintenance, even on a cosmetic level, knows how
pricey repairs and replacements can be. Many people simply do not have the funds to replace
a cracked dashboard or remove set in stains. Not only must these people live with the
frequent reminder of their negligence, but also they must deal with the judgments of others,
based on their car appearance. When people with damage to a dashboard are ready to trade in
their cars for a newer model, they find that the resale value is not quite as high as they would
have liked, due to wear and tear they could have prevented. Owners who have protected their
dashboards can literally gain over a thousand dollars in resale value.
Dash covers very often pay for themselves in that they protect drivers’ cars, keeping a large
and very visible section of the interior clean and uncompromised. Not only can drivers rest
assured that there will be no sun damage, they will know that it will be protected from coffee
spills or wayward markers. Drivers need not cringe every time their passengers rest their feet

on the dash. It gives car owners a sense of security in an area of life that can often be
unpredictable.
Not only are dashboard covers perfect for protecting a dashboard, but also for masking stains,
discolorations, and unsightly cracks. Driving around with a damaged dashboard in front not
only makes drivers look uncaring, but also diminishes their own sense of value. Surrounding
oneself with broken, messy, unmaintained belongings on a daily basis has an effect on the
psyche and can lead to thoughts of low self worth. A dash cover in this instance will
camouflage mishaps, help prevent future flaws, reduce negative connotations by onlookers,
and lead drivers to gain confidence in the belongings that matter in their life. It is a simple,
and with the aid of eBay, incredibly easy solution to better people’s lives.

Attributes of Dashboard Covers
When shopping for a dashboard cover on eBay, it is best to first determine a budget.
Dashboard covers can range in price due to their quality and craftsmanship, and the materials
used. Covers with cheaper fabric that are not as well fitted may be less expensive, but may
not protect as well as a dash cover that truly fits the curves of a particular model vehicle’s
dashboard.
This is not to say that all inexpensive covers are poorly made. Customers should take into
consideration the craftsmanship of the cover. Is it stitched properly, or is it hastily sewn
together? Determine if the materials are protective enough for drivers’ needs. Is it thick
enough to really offer a barrier to messes and spills? Will sun damage still occur? The fit
should be tailored to particular makes and models of vehicles. The dash on a Ford Taurus is
very different from that on a Ford F150. If the dashboard is not covered properly, sun damage
will still occur in those areas where the dash cover does not conceal the dash, making flaws
even more obvious.
Some people use dash covers to let their inner personality shine through. They are able to
display a side of themselves to others that they really value and want to present to the world.
Dash covers allow a hunter to show his pride with a camouflage pattern and grandparents to
show the pride in their titles with embroidered “Grammy and Papa” lettering. These are both
valid choices in dash covers, and are two of the thousands of options found on eBay.

Expert Opinions and User Reviews
Many customers searching for just what attributes are important in dash covers seek the
advice of professionals. Not only are eBay sellers great resources, as many are very
knowledgeable in their product line, but outside sources, such as user reviews and expert
opinions can also be very helpful. Visiting websites about dashboard covers and seeing the
selling points may help customers determine what is most important to them. Quite often,
customers feel the experiences of their peers is helpful in the selection process. User reviews
can be found on nearly any website that sells items, as sellers are beginning to realize that
customers want to hear from other customers and not just salespeople. eBay allows buyers to
rate sellers and offer feedback for other potential customers. Customers should not feel
anxiety in price comparing with physical stores carrying these goods. In doing so, they can
gain expert advice that pertains to their particular vehicle. Customers should never feel
obligated to walk away from a store without making a purchase, because smart consumers

today price compare. This is a big reason why eBay is so competitive with specialty stores
and retail chains.

How to Buy Dash Covers on eBay
eBay makes looking for dash covers incredibly easy because, after researching, shoppers are
able to price compare from the comfort of their own homes. They no longer need to deal with
pushy, judgmental, or condescending salespeople. Instead, customers can look at different
options with the click of a button. Simply typing “dashboard covers” into the eBay search bar
yields thousands upon thousands of results. It’s always a good idea with a large amount of
search results to narrow the selection by specifying the make and model of the car and any
other keywords that you find important.
Perhaps you have a Volkswagen Rabbit and are looking for a corresponding dash cover.
Type “dash cover Volkswagen Rabbit” into the search engine and a more limited number of
results will show. In analyzing your results, make sure that you the dimensions fit the year of
the particular model, as designs can vary. Take note of measurements, as well. It does not
hurt to verify that the cover will match perfectly.
If you are too specific, you may run the risk of seeing little to no results. In cases like these,
eBay suggests combinations of the keywords used, omitting certain words to draw more
responses. Do not be afraid to explore, bookmark, or even add items to your “Watch List” on
eBay. Take into account what you have learned in your research and what is most important
to you in a dash cover. Always keep your budget in mind when searching for a dashboard
cover. They can vary greatly in price, and though it is an investment in your vehicle
maintenance, you should not overspend. Take into consideration the shipping costs and time
estimates, and, as always, ask the seller any questions you may have regarding the item. They
are often more than willing to help you find the best item to fit your lifestyle.

Conclusion
With the proper research and planning, eBay brings the perfect dash cover to customers with
simple keystrokes. The benefits of dashboard covers are many. Having one can save drivers
hundreds or over a thousand dollars in repairs or loss in resale value later on. It can be a
means of covering up old negligence and starting fresh. Clean, well kept cars shows the
world that people are not lazy or wasteful and truly take care of the belongings they have
earned. They allow for people to show a more professional side, or a fun and wacky
personality trait. Remember that dash covers can vary in price, so it’s best to set a budget
keeping in mind what is most important to consumers in their purchase. Customers should
correspond with sellers on eBay to ensure that they are fully satisfied with their purchase.
The best customer is an educated customer, so they should feel no shame in asking questions.
Purchasing a dash cover is not just a meaningless transaction, but a helpful step in the
direction towards better ownership and vehicle maintenance.

	
  

